
SaaS solutions to 
support your entire 
recruitment lifecycle



From candidate attraction,  
through managing all stages of your 
client and applicant relationships to 
payment and billing, we power your 

activity and join up the dots. 

Whether you specialise in temporary, 
contract or permanent recruitment, our 
solutions help you work smarter giving 

you freedom to do more. 

Showcase your expertise and specialisms  
to differentiate yourself in the market.

Nurture client relationships using your 
recruitment CRM to track and surface  
relevant leads. 

Register a job brief with the ideal  
candidate skills and persona.

Shortlist candidates, narrowing  
down the results of your sourcing. 

Filter talent pools with intelligent search,  
setting call back periods to stay in touch.

Match the right candidate to each  
brief faster than anyone else.

Schedule interviews and easily brief 
candidates for optimum success with 
automated emails and texts.

Gain feedback from clients, record 
outcomes, extend offers and  
negotiate terms.

Assign workers to temp bookings,  
check them in and conduct regular 
progress updates.

Advertise open vacancies to attract  
suitable jobseekers.

Build a talent pipeline with relevant  
content, candidate portals and job alerts. 

Analyse which sourcing channels  
perform best for finding and converting 
appropriate candidates.

Stay compliant by ensuring your  
candidates have the right to work in  
the UK and all necessary checks.

Improve your speed-to-hire with  
faster onboarding.

Protect your recruitment agency from  
fines with automated screening software.

Pay staff, contractors and workers  
at scale and ensure you are IR35 compliant. 

Increase candidate loyalty and retention  
with on-demand pay.

Bill clients fast and efficiently to keep  
the cash flowing.

Access Recruitment
With products to underpin every aspect of your business process 

the true value comes from end-to-end systems integration.

Winning  
new clients

Attracting 
candidates

Candidate 
screening

Pay workers  
and bill  
clients

Candidate 
selection

Enhance the client and candidate 
experience with an optimised 
website that looks great and 
performs even better.

Integrate your website with your 
recruitment CRM so new candidates are 
automatically uploaded with their CVs 
parsed, ready for review. 

Manage all aspects of the placement 
and booking process with an intuitive 
recruitment CRM that offers streamlined 
applicant workflows.

Enhance the client and candidate 
experience with an optimised 
website that looks great and 
performs even better.

Confirm a candidate’s status in a matter  
of minutes, giving you total compliance  
and peace of mind by using screening  
software that integrates with your CRM.

Using specialist pay and bill recruitment 
software or a managed service allows you 
to pay candidates accurately and securely 
whilst managing cash collection seamlessly.

Interview, 
placement 

process

Powerful reporting  
Get the insights that really matter to improve consultant productivity and business 

efficiency at every stage. Powerful analytics and dashboards to drive higher performance 
aligned to your strategic objectives.

https://www.theaccessgroup.com/recruitment/software/crm/
https://www.theaccessgroup.com/earlypay/sectors/recruitment/
https://www.theaccessgroup.com/recruitment/software/pay-and-bill/
https://www.theaccessgroup.com/recruitment/software/crm/
https://www.theaccessgroup.com/candidate-screening/sectors/recruitment-agencies/
https://www.theaccessgroup.com/recruitment/software/crm/
https://www.theaccessgroup.com/recruitment/services/recruitment-websites/
https://www.theaccessgroup.com/recruitment/services/recruitment-websites/


About Access Recruitment

Access helps the UK’s top agencies to simplify the everyday 
running of their recruitment business to fuel efficiency and 
productivity, control costs and enable growth. By bringing 
together best of breed products onto one platform we take 
 care of everything from sourcing, screening and attracting the 
right candidates, paying workers, contractors and candidates 
right through to billing clients and managing cash collection.  
This connected and collaborative way of working brings  
together every department within your recruitment business – 
giving you the freedom to focus on clients and candidates.

0845 345 3300

www.theaccessgroup.com/recruitment

Request a complete overview of our integrated 
recruitment suite or select the specific products  
you are interested in discovering more about.

https://www.theaccessgroup.com/recruitment/resources/recruitment-tips-for-success/demo-strong-start/
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